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I'm by no means a Browns fan, but having had the Browns heavy dynasty list over the last few seasons, I've taken away my little attention. I've wondered all along whether there is something about having Beckham on the field that seriously messes with Baker's head. The model was easy enough to discern ... World beater as a rookie, and then basket the
case off. Yesterday, the OBJ goes down with something that looks like it might be serious, and Baker freaking transforms from line 0-5 with INT to start the game with an absolute monster performance complete with 5 TD passes. Am I delusional? And if I don't, the Browns must be actively looking to trade Odell as soon as they can, right? Because the offense
seems to run much better and flow much looser without worrying about how to force him to guy the pressure. And I still think he has All Pro potential for many other teams. For what it's worth, I'm almost looking forward to not having to agonize over feeing over the anxiety and guilty bench of Beckham next week. This week, it was Boyd on the bench. Most
weeks, it's something... This will be my first year in the dynasty so I'm looking for a good podcastPage 2 79 comments join a brand new nine subreddit! Is he priming up elite dynasty WR status? Where did you take it? Last year he had plenty of chances when Tate left, but seemed to disappoint. Its value was high in the off-season, but did not push for Ten
Dynast Wr status. With old vets like Julio, AB lol maybe even Allen is getting older and guys like Juju and Theilen and Adam are struggling where you put Golladay? What do you think its current value is? I'm thinking he's pushing 3 firsts for me too for sale and I put it right below Hill and Devante Adam's and against Juju Theilen and Diggsy.Page 2 24
comments Gentlemen! Let's immerse yourself in some of the more discussions surrounding one of the beloved RB's of the 2020 class. Appreciate the conversation we used to be Clyde Edwards-Helaire and Travis Etienne (RIP 2020 hopes and dreams). I hope the next few months include both top RB and WR prospects in the 2020 class. I am currently
working my way through RB's 2020 class. Disclaimer: If you have so gladly devoted your time earlier to read one of my posts and provided discussion and feedback, thank you very much! You've probably noticed a very informal and scattered presentation of my thoughts and comments. My goal behind these posts is to drive the discussion generated through
personal comments (mine and yours) on many 2020 prospects rather than get stuck in the narrative surrounding the player. As a community we have a huge collection of knowledge that we can all pool together to come up with some pretty cool things. Like us here I am: 1) have fun and 2) trying ace 2020 My opinions are derived from the game tape, events
and other scout notes. Any comments I've discussed below come from my own tape review; I can use other scout comments to further cement their confirmation bias, but their comments are not regurgitated without me for the first time to see a movie that supports their statements. Again, these are my opinions and comments. As such, please freely disagree
with them, and in the event you do, we can discuss! I'm not an expert for one, nor a scout, just a humble dynasty enthusiast. After thinking about my previous posts, I decided that I would refrain from offering the comp's. I know the comp game is fun, and I'm more than willing to listen to my comps for rookies but I think the pigeons are our deconstruction and
breakdown prospect. I don't want to get stuck trying to generate comparisons that can offer any real insights or that you relate to. I have decided to focus my current efforts on RB's prospects for the top tier (UK, Swift, Taylor) because I feel many of us have probably already developed a pretty well-worded opinion on these prospects. I ended up writing ups for
the big three, but now I would focus on the 2rd and 3rd tier RB prospects in this class. So enough to let you get into it! Introducing: Cam AkersGuys it was hard... Akers is a very athletically talented prospect who offers three-down appeal. I may seem critical about aspects of my game a lot, but he has such a polarizing perspective. It's pretty well known at the
moment with fsu offensive line battles. Things like the worst offensive line ever being thrown around a lot when talking about how terrible this line is. This makes scouting akers a little difficult. When you watch the tape, you can clearly see that Akers suffers from piss on a poor line. You keep hearing how with a better line, Akers would be the back of the top
tier. While I agree that Akers would have looked at another light if he hadn't been behind such a bad line, I also think there are some bright holes in the Akers game that maybe overlooked and attributed to the line of trouble. It's hard to really know how many line issues are bleeding through the game in Akers, but I think it justifies some discussion and further
consideration of it. Notes: At 215 lb.'s he's positioned as the NFL who's down back. If he needed it, he could easily put in another 5-10 LBS and this does not adversely affect his production or speed. The five-star recruit comes out of high school with 40 times 4.41?! His athleticism really jumps out of you band. Shows very good functional speed in the game.
He has a great game ability to rip off some big runs (the home run threat is great right now). Gets up to speed very quickly. It can break it outwards with efficiency, or run between hash effectively too. A physical runner, he can cut a bunch of pads and drive. He will drag guys for an extra yard or two to have this type of power. Not only the north and south guy,
he has good lateral speed and can maneuver in space well enough. Shows the ability to make a strong one incision and rise to the field. I don't necessarily consider Akers as weak. When you watch some guys, they can make themselves a small bunch, and roll off guys with their good contact balance. Akers doesn't seem to be this type of runner. His contact
balance is ok. I saw less of him bouncing off people and more of him just dragging and pushing people. Akers is ready and could passing the game. He has the ability to operate in space and pull some tricky passes out of the air from his body. I don't call it the strength of my game, but it's also not a weakness. The fact that he can effectively do it paired with
his running style is what makes him a good prospect, the ability to combine all aspects of the game. One of the things that misled me the most when reviewing the Akers tape was the inconsistencies within their game. Some of the nuances of better runners seemed to bother him. I circled back to the offensive line and wanted to assign it to that. Running
behind a line like that you already know you're probably not going to get a reasonable time or space, you're going to have to hit a little more to make plays. However, I think Akers suffers from some questionable vision, patience and legs. Again, many people chalk this up to the line, but I think there are certain qualities to question the ability of Akers in this
regard that we shouldn't be so willing to reject or attribute just a line. In general: Now that you think I'm sour on Akers, I'm not. It really offers a three-down appeal. He can do anything. He has a clear ability to be a horse that doesn't fall off the field. He is a physical fast aggressive runner with the ability to make a strong quick single piece and take off. He is a
dynamic explosive athlete to be sure. When reviewing the tape though I saw the potential, explosiveness, dynamic game-making ability, speed, and power, along with the fact that it doesn't come down on the field in passing situations. You also have a feeling when watching him that his game lacked improvement, that some of these other RB prospects. I
think his cap is definitely as high as the top 3 rb's in this class, but his floor is much lower due to his inconsistencies with sensitive vision, legs and decision-making. Akers was tough guys. I am interested in the potential, but I am also concerned about certain problems. Again, it's hard to tell how many line issues change the nature of Akers' game. I hope you
enjoyed writing it. I look forward to discussions with Akers you guys and working on future posts for this community! Page 2 37 comments hey all, as this morning it is now possible to search and filter through the entire Survey Sports database with league scoring settings (PPR, Superflex, TE Premium, etc.). We have hundreds of dynastic polls that have been
created in recent weeks and now aggregate all the election data to search with points settings. You can view the search page here: rating parameters can have a significant impact on player values. I hope you think this would be a useful tool to get a more accurate representation of what players and draft picks are worth in your dynastic leagues. Filter
through the entire database with the player's name, scoring settings and tags such as: Standard0.5 PPRPPR4pt passing5pt passingSuperflex / 2QB2TE / TE PremiumPPCRebuildWin nowFinished tradePage 2 So I have an interesting situation going on in my league tonight. Team A (1-4 team) faces Team B (5-1 team). Team A won by 42 points going into
MNF, Team A has injured Tyler Higbee in his lineup, Team B jared Goff left to play. About 30 minutes before kickoff, league chat team A reaches out to Team C (also 1-4), who has Gerald Everett. There's nothing for, are you trading me everett for Higbee? and then the trade is done about 5-10 minutes later. Number #1 - I was working a night shift and wasn't
vigilant to approve the deal before kickoff. So what would happen in this situation? If it was any other circumstance I would be vigilant and the transaction would have been approved. Did I approve the deal after this and place everett team on how to start the series? Or let it process and make no series of changes? I've since set up deals to automatically
confirm, but I still need to figure out what to do with this transaction. Number #2 - I have one owner arguing collusion. I talked to both owners, there were no other conversations other than the right to league conversations for anyone to see, so I don't see any evidence of a conspiracy to make sure the top-seeded team loses this week. Team A also told me
that he first went to waivers to see if Everett was available, then reached out to team C in the trade. Any input helps... thanks guys guys
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